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Chapterr Three

Kaliguaa Plantation Community
Introduction n
Thiss chapter describes the Kaligua Plantation Community in terms of its
geographicall and physical characteristics, as well as the social, cultural, economic,
politicalpolitical and historical framework that shapes women's life experiences and the
communityy in which they live. There are two local authorities in the community, the
villagee and the plantation. Through the description of the two different, yet closely
linkedd authorities, the plantation community is defined.
1.. Pandansari Village
Duringg the 30 minute trip by motorcycle taxi and 60 minute trip by local minibus
fromm Kretek junction to Pandansari village, it is fascinating for visitors to see the varied
sceneryy that marks the different altitudes as one approaches Pandansari village.
Ascendingg the hill, the first view is of irrigated rice fields, followed by pine tree forests
underr the management of a state-owned forestry company, Perhutani. Entering the area
off Pandansari, the views are of vegetable farms, mainly cabbage and potatoes.
Previouslyy used for tea cultivation, the vegetable farms are occasionally marked by
badlyy preserved tea shrubs used for subsistence purposes. Situated along the roadside,
successfull vegetable crops are evident in new housing construction, typically permanent
housess made from relatively good materials (omah gedong), which are adorned with
ceramicc tiles for walls. Finally, the tea gardens can be seen at the highest elevations,
displayingg amazing views. A lucky person can see Slamet volcano on a bright sunny
da\\ behind one of the hilltops; most of the time the clouds cover these mountainous
gardens.. As more and more visitors have come to enjoy the fresh mountain air during
thee past few years, the plantation management launched an agro-tourism package in
l(W8.. As part of this, the Kaligua plantation now lists the restrictions, rules, and
regulationss that shape the lives of the local people.
1.1.. Village Authority
Administratively,, Kaligua plantation is part of Pandansari village, Paguyangan subdistrict.. Brebes district, Central Java Province. Located in the southern part of the
district.. Pandansari is closer to the city of Purwokerto than to the district capital Brebes,
att a distance of 45 and 200 kilometers, respectively. Related to this, most inhabitants of
Pandansarii can more easily access Purwokerto and other small trading towns such as
Ajibarang.. Those who can afford to, send their children to school, go to the hospital, see
privatee doctors, and dine out or shop in markets and other shopping areas in
Purwokerto.. Most, however, are financially incapable of leaving the village for such
comparativee luxuries, and simply fulfill their needs through the existing services in their
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neighborhoods.. A few people visit Bumiayu once or twice a month to shop and access
otherr services. Bumiayu was previously a kota kawedanan, a city in which a wedana
(thee head of a kawedanan) resided A kmvedanan was an area that consisted of several
sub-districts,, which no longer exists in the government bureaucracy. As a crowded
smalll town, Bumiayu is characterized by its market, which is one of the biggest for
harvestt trade in Central Java. This is where many farmers and traders from the southern
partss of Brebes district, including those from Pandansari, come for trading. This is also
thee place where small shop owners from Pandansari come to buy their merchandise at
leastt twice a week. Thus, Bumiayu is the first destination for the people of Pandansari
too access wider livelihood options before going on to Purwokerto.
Itss geographical location is not the only thing that makes the people of Pandansari
moree attached to Purwokerto than to Brebes. During the period of Dutch colonization
thiss area fell under one authority that consisted of several districts (karesidenan) called
Banyumas.. Banyumas is now a district whose capital city is Purwokerto. In the 1930s,
Pandansarii became a part of Pekalongan, an area in north coastal Java. Following
independence,, the karesidenan and kawedanan local governments were removed from
thee bureaucratic order. The former karesidenan areas were then divided into several
districtss and the former kawedanan areas were transformed into sub-districts, which
consequentlyy brought Pandansari and surrounding villages into the Brebes district.
Whenn the Dutch industrialist De Jong came to plant tea gardens in this area in
1889,, workers were recruited from various villages in Banyumas Kawedanan.
Therefore,, many people in Kaligua and Pandansari identify themselves with Banyumas,
whichh is evidenced in their use of the Banyumas dialect and the presence of Banyumas
culturall aspects such as ronggeng (folk dance and music) and ebeg (a magical trance
folkk dance).
Pandansarii village consists of six hamlets (dusun), Tretepan, Igir Pandan, Embel,
Krajan,, Kalikidang, and Kaligua. The study focused on two of these hamlets, Kaligua
andd Kalikidang, in the sense that most observations were made in these two
neighborhoodss and most interviews were taken from informants residing there, yet
severall visits were paid to the other hamlets to interview workers. As described in
Chapterr Two, the research centered on these two hamlets as Kaligua is the only hamlet
locatedd inside the plantation's territory, and was originally built as housing
accommodationn for early plantation workers; and of all the hamlets, Kalikidang was
foundd to be the main labor supplier for the plantation. In fact, the plantation also
employss a number of workers from several hamlets that belong to other villages and
otherr sub-district administrations. These include Gronggongan in Tanjungsari village
andd Cipetung in the Wanareja sub-district. The relative proximity of these areas to the
plantationn enables their inhabitants to access plantation work.
Availablee village statistics contain population data from 1997, one year before the
falll of the New Order (Orde Baru) regime. These statistics were prepared by the
previouss village head. The current village head is more focused on the development of
villagee infrastructure than on record keeping, and so no more recent data is available.
Accordingg to the current village head, as in other parts of Indonesia, many people
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experiencedd euphoria over the end of "oppressive life under Suharto's New Order
regime"" and the entrance of the reformation era {era reformasi). A village head election
wass held in 1999, only one year after the fall of Suharto. Many people thought that
theree would be no change, and that the previous village head, in power for almost the
samee amount of time as Suharto, nearly 35 years, would be re-elected, thus evidencing
thee futility of the reformation era. But this was not proved true and a new village head
wass elected. It was no wonder then that the early period of his leadership invited
controversyy between supporters of the old village head and followers of the new one.
Thiss research was conducted in the second year of his term and some people still had
manyy things to complain about. However, he did manage to make improvements, like
thee renovation of the village office and hall (balai desa), the installment of electricity,
andd the construction of asphalt roads to Kalikidang. It was because of his focus on
infrastructuree development that the new village head paid little attention to village
documentationn and population data.
Thee balai desa, which is located in Igir Pandan was in very bad condition and was
beingg renovated during the research. According to the village head, since he won the
electionn he has never used this facility because of its inconvenience. Jokingly he said
thatt during his inauguration, he only received the ruined balai desa and village records
inn poor condition for 1997, "Everything was gone so I had to start my term from zero."
Mapss of the village and monograph boards containing recent and updated village
statistics,, which are normally displayed on the walls of the village hall, were also
destroyedd thanks to poor building maintenance. The 1997 village profiles were the most
recentt and only available data since in 2001 no updates yet existed. Explaining the lack
off more recent village records, the village head said that he was still struggling with
infrastructuree and physical facilities and that needed more support before all the
remainingg problems could be resolved. The 2000 national census left no accessible data
forr village documentation since the census results were taken to the sub-district and
processedd in the office of statistics in Brebes.
Poorr statistics and filing management are common structural problems in
Indonesiann administration, especially at the lowest level of bureaucracy as in the case of
Pandansari.. The search for statistics was made even more frustrating because the
availableavailable district and sub-district data known as the District in Numbers (Kabupaten
dalamdalam Angka) and the Sub-district in Numbers {Kecamatan dalam Angka) was
exasperating.. These files contained no records on the population engaging in plantation
work,, for this is encompassed under the general 'workers' category. Therefore, no
villagee level secondary data was utilized in this study except for the 1997 data, which
showedd a total number of 1,312 households at that time. It also revealed a total
populationn of 6,568, consisting of 3,174 males and 3,394 females. Of these, 56% of
maless and 53% of females were of productive age (defined as 15-59). In addition to the
mainn occupation of vegetable farmers, other occupations included casual workers,
traders,, plantation workers, mushroom company workers, and civil servants. The
establishmentt of the mushroom company in 1995-1996 and the successful vegetable
cropp of 1997 were followed by a boom in housing construction, which has brought
aboutt significant changes in the Pandansari pattern of employment.
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1.2.. Recent Development
Duringg the research, village development was apparent. In 2001, electricity was
broughtt to Kalikidang, previously the only hamlet in Pandansari still without electricity.
Beforee this there were only a few wealthy households that had their own generators to
producee electricity. Some of these households charged adjacent households for
electricityy connections used for lights and other electric appliances such as radiocassettee players and televisions. Now, in addition to the streetlights, about 70% of the
housess have electricity, but not all are subscribers to the state-owned electricity
companyy (pernsahaan Hstrik negara, or PLN). Due to lack of financial resources some
householdss work together to gain access to electricity. They subscribe for the service by
formingg a group consisting of 5-10 adjacent households and appoint a member to
coordinatee this and pool the money (a bandar). The electric power meter is then placed
inn the bandar''s house and he is responsible for the submission of monthly bills and the
distributionn of electric power.
Electricityy has also recently reached Kaligua. Previously the hamlet used electric
powerr provided by the plantation. The plantation uses hydroelectric power to run the
processingg factory and a small portion of the energy is distributed for streetlights,
buildings,, and homes. As a response to the high demand for more stable and high
voltagee electric power that accompanied the spread of electric appliances popular in
somee households, the plantation arranged individual house subscription for electricity
fromm PLN through the worker's cooperative. Thus, Kalikidang and Kaligua had
electricityy installed in their homes at about the same time.
Afterr the installment of electricity, changes were observed. Many households
boughtt new electric appliances, such as irons, radio-cassette players, televisions, video
cassettee players, and rice cookers and warmers. Most families bought these items on
creditt through the workers' cooperative or local traders. Also, with the new streetlights,
moree people appeared in the street at night, especially young men who stayed out and
chattedd longer on the street corners.
1 33 Transportation
Thee two public means of transportation used to reach the plantation are motorcycle
ta\iss iojek) and small minibuses (angkutan pedesaan or angkudes). Trucks are also used
loo transport laborers, mushroom products and other factory goods. Smart truck drivers
makee their vehicles available to passengers for payment. Many villagers find it is more
economicall and efficient to use these trucks, and thus they are a popular form of
transport.. They are faster than the minibuses, which make many stops along the way,
andd cheaper than the motorcycle taxis. During the study, the semi-asphalted roads were
inn poor condition and construction crews were working continuously to repair them.
Beforee the establishment of the mushroom factory, road construction was the
responsibilityy of the plantation management. The massive trucks used for transporting
bothh laborers and mushrooms shifted road maintenance from the plantation
managementt to the mushroom company.
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2.. W o m e n ' s Status and Gender Differentiation
Thiss section describes various socio-cultural elements in the community focusing
onn women's status and gender differentiation. Javanese families traditionally consider
kinshipp ties through both the mother and father equally. Correspondingly, parents
appreciatee both male and female children, as both sexes make them proud and provide
futuree benefits. Sex preference is usually apparent for the second child and is dependant
onn the sex of the first child. Many parents wish to have both sons and daughters, which
inn the past led to large families in pursuit of this desire. From early childhood boys and
girlss enjoy the same love and care from their parents, but in certain gendered ways that
continuee through to adulthood.
Givenn the Javanese bilateral kinship system, women in this research group enjoy a
favorablee position in the family. They interact intensively and build strong networks
withh other women from both sides of the family through exchange of mutual aid and
child-care.. In most cases, the new family remains in closer contact with the wife's kin
groupp since the new house is usually built nearby that of the wife's parents, who may
actuallyy give the new house to them. They also have the right to own and control land
sincee it is inherited bilineally. This confirms the image of Javanese women's high status
andd autonomy. As has been widely documented, Javanese women's involvement in
economicc activities and their competence in money management results in their
dominancee in household decision making. Women's high status and autonomy due to
thesee skills are also recognized outside of the family. It is generally acknowledged that
itt is often an active wife (and/or mother) who is behind the survival of the family and
thee success of a family business or enterprise. Thus, it is recognized that Javanese
womenn have access to resources both within and outside the family. Nevertheless,
women'ss roles in household finances have to be examined critically in relation to other
aspectss of women's lives, as will be discussed in later chapters.
2.1.. Gender in Childhood
Inn the study site, gender role expectation starts with the treatment of the placenta.
Locall people believe that the placenta is the twin brother or sister of the newborn baby
andd therefore must be well treated. With the help of the traditional midwife (dukun
bayi),bayi), the placenta is put in a traditional ceramic pot together with ingredients such as
salt,, curcuma, tamarind, and flowers. In addition, the dukun adds small pieces of wood
cutcut from the handles of work tools to the pot. Depending on the sex of the newborn
baby,, the dukun will take wood from the handle of an axe, machete, and hoe, or from a
kitchenn knife, strainer, and frying spatula, symbolizing the wish that the baby boy will
groww to be a good worker on the farm and the baby girl will grow to be a good worker
inn the kitchen. When deliveries are handled by modern midwives, the ritual is
conductedd by the grandmother after consultation with a dukun or other elderly women.
Childrenn learn how to be men and women through interactions with parents, relatives
andd neighbors throughout their childhood.
Givenn the Moslem majority in Pandansari, in addition to school education some
childrenn participate in pengajian, religious teaching and/or Al Qur'an reading starting
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whenn they are about seven years old'. Even though boys and girls deserve equal
affection,, daughters become involved in domestic tasks earlier than boys. Housework
suchh as cleaning and meal preparation are parts of a daughter's duty. During such
periodss they cannot play with their friends. Boys, on the other hand, are likely to be
truantt more and work less in and around the house.
"I"I started to help my mother with housework when I was Jive years old and so I asked my
daughterdaughter to do the same around that age. Cleaning is just a daily task that any girl at any
ageage can do and that she does often. She helps me wash clothes even though I object. At first,
sheshe enjoyed it. You know, kids like to imitate adults! Later, when she found it was her duty,
sheshe got used it. My boys? What do you think a little boy can do for housework? No. They will
havehave their share later. They go to the farm or the tea garden " - Warni

Noo one could clearly explain why he or she did not ask boys to engage in
houseworkk as early as girls and tolerated boys having more time to play.
2.2.. Gender in Adolescence
Thee gender difference becomes even more apparent when the children reach
adolescence.. At this time girls are more restricted than boys. Some parents perform a
smalll ritual to mark a girl's first menstruation. This is the time when a girl becomes
awaree of her virginity. It is less clear when adolescence begins for boys. Circumcision,
whichh is performed between the ages of 7 and 12 is supposed to be the sign of
becomingg both a Moslem and mature man, but many boys still behave like children at
thatt age. Instead, boys are considered adolescent when their pubic hair starts to grow
andd their voice starts to change; there is not much discussion of sexual developments
suchh as erotic wet dreams.
Att the start of adolescence, boys and girls begin to have different peers. Parents
startt to restrict their daughters through rules that are not given to the boys. Girls are not
allowedd to laugh too loud, go out at night alone, initiate courting with a boy they like,
goo out with a boy who is not their boyfriend, or dress or behave scandalously. Such
ruless and many other do's and don'ts are directed at teaching girls the behaviors of
'good'' women. Being a good woman for a girl is not necessarily related to her gender
roless and responsibilities, which are learned earlier, but is more related to feminine
attitudee and sexuality. Principally, the Javanese respect women who are calm, selfcontrolled,, caring, and most importantly remain virgins until marriage. Aggressiveness
andd opposition, therefore, are thought of as male attributes, and women with such
qualitiess are considered 'bad'.
Evenn though boys and girls have the right to choose their partners, before they
proceedd to a marriage proposal, parents will intervene and in some cases decide on the
continuationn of their child's relationship. Parents' will can be decisive. Some still stick
too the old criteria of bibit bebet bobot (genealogy, standing, and intellect) of the
prospectivee bride or groom. The man's parents are more likely to put forward these
11

As in many other places in Java, the rise of Islamic political and religious movements has played a
significantt role in developing pengqjian activities among children and youth. According to some
informantss it was only in the late 1980s that all hamlets in the village started to reconstruct bigger
andd more decadent mosques marking this trend. Few older people are involved in pengqjian. They
believee they are too old and feel ashamed joining the youth.
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criteriaa in assessing the woman whom their son is courting. Contrary to popular
perception,, a woman's parents are extremely careful not to get involved in such an
issue,, especially if their daughter is already very close to her boyfriend. They prefer to
concentratee on the good aspects of the prospective groom rather than to criticize or to
refusee his marriage proposal. This is because many people believe that breaking a
man'ss heart or refusing a man's proposal will bring a curse to the girl, resulting in
spinsterhoodd or late marriage, fates all girls try to avoid.
23.23. Marriage
Inn the past, marriage arrangements involving very young girls and boys between
thee ages of 11 and 13 occurred because many parents preferred a divorced daughter
overr one married at a late age or one who remained a spinster. It was striking that some
informantss who experienced this kind of marriage arrangement had almost forgotten it
andd even did not regard it as their first marriage as at that time they had no idea how to
livee or have sexual relations with their husbands.' We were still young andldidn 't have
anyany idea about love and sex. I hadn't had my first menstruation yet and J didn 't have
breastsbreasts yet." Women who were mature during their arranged marriages explained that
theyy did not sleep or have sex with the husband because they did not know each other
previously.. These women later became elik wadon, a term used to refer to a woman
whoo did not like her arranged husband and left him. Even though the practice of
arrangedd marriage for children is rare now, many parents still allow young girls
betweenn the ages of 14 and 15 to marry as soon as they are courted. When this is the
case,, the parents must lie about the girl's age, as according to Indonesian marriage law,
thee minimum marriage age for women is 16 and for men 19.
Itt is worth mentioning that according to an old Javanese tradition which many
peoplee in the plantation community still practice, the man has a right to stay at the
woman'ss house upon the receipt of a marriage proposal by the parents of the woman.
Evenn if the man still lives with his own natal family he will pay a daily visit to the
woman'ss family and help on any occasion. If they own a farm, in addition to attending
too his own family farm he participates in his future in-law's farm. At this time, the
couplee is considered partially married; they are only waiting for a wedding date to be
decidedd upon by both families. In many cases, the waiting period is no longer than 12
monthss according to the Javanese calendar. As Koentjaraningrat (1961) explained,
peoplee believe that the Javanese months of sela apit, besar, and sapor are the best
monthss to have a celebration, especially a wedding2. Therefore if a proposal is made in
sawal,sawal, a couple must wait two months to reach besar. As a consequence, many women
aree pregnant before they are officially married by Islamic law. People understand this
situationn and do not gossip about it. However, the ongoing Islamic political and
religiouss movements that have reached the village have changed this tradition to some
22

The Javanese calendar was developed based on a combination of Old Javanese Saka and Arabic
Hijrii calendars (Madjid 2000). There are 12 months ordered after the Hijri lunar calendar namely
SuraSura (Muharram), Sapor (Safar), Mulud (Rabiui awwal), Bakda Mulud (Rabiul sani), Jumadiawal
(Jumadil(Jumadil ula), Jumadilakir (Jumadil sani\ Rejeb (Rajab), Ruwah (Sya'ban), Pasa (Ramadan),
SawalSawal (Syawwal), Sela or Apit or Dulkangidah (Zulqaidah\ dan Besar (Zul hijjah).
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degree.. Many couples now refrain from living together in the woman's house or avoid
becomingg pregnant before they are officially married according to Islamic law.
2.4.. Housing
Thee ideal place of residence after marriage is neo-local, mostly defined as living
independentlyy in a house built on a piece of land that belongs to the wife's family. The
neww couple, therefore, is expected to live in the wife's family compound. Individual
housess are built close to one another without fences, enabling close neighbors who are
actuallyy relatives to share domestic space. This includes the exchange of kitchen goods
suchh as salt, chilies, vegetables and side dishes for serving with rice.
Beforee a new couple builds their own house they stay in the wife's family house.
However,, there are some exceptions that prevent the couple from staying in the wife's
compound.. This happens when the couple feels that there is not enough land to build a
housee on and they have enough money to buy another piece of land located further from
thee wife's family compound. Another reason is when the husband's parents request that
thee couple stays in their family compound. Factors behind such requests could be that
thee husband is the only child, or the only child still at home as other siblings have
alreadyy left, or that he belongs to a wealthy family that owns large areas of land and/or
otherr property. As will be discussed later, tension can arise between the couple,
betweenn the couple and the wife's family or between the two families as a result of
residentiall arrangements. At the same time, however, the immediacy of the individual
housess influences the (non-) occurrence and forms of domestic violence.
3 .. Domestic Division of Labor
AA block of tea gardens near Kalikidang was being replenished, leaving the knots of
thee shrub to grow new branches. Returning from school, a crowd of children are
scatteredd around this place that they use as a playground. Late in the afternoon some
womenn join the children and encourage them to collect the small tea plant branches for
firewood.. With the mothers they walk home carrying bundles of branches on their
shoulders.. Girls outnumber the boys in helping their mothers because the latter are busy
playingg with wooden homemade catapults, looking for a bird.
Collectingg firewood is one of the few household tasks performed by both men and
women.. Fetching water and playing with small children are shared tasks but typically
thee responsibility of women. Women do almost all of the domestic work, including
preparingg meals, cleaning the house, washing clothes and dishes, and ironing. For meal
preparation,, most women look for wild edible leaves, roots, and mushrooms growing
naturallyy in the tea garden, roads and pathways while they come home from work. They
sometimess ask for potatoes, cabbages, and other vegetables from neighbors who are
harvesting.. Women have to create smooth relationships with their neighbors to secure
food. .
Womenn also go to small neighborhood shops or to the small shop run by the
associationn of workers' wives and women workers to buy ready-made food, spices,
cookingg oil, soap, and kerosene. Again, maintaining good relations with shop owners is
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necessaryy to enable the use of credit. Most women are engaged in a cycle of neverendingg indebtedness to the shop. Rarely can they fully pay for items purchased. In the
nextt purchase they pay the debt but another debt is incurred immediately afterwards.
Onlyy when debt mounts and it is unlikely that the women can pay, do shop owners
refusee the new purchase until all debts are settled. Women who fail to do so are forced
too go to another shop and start a new bill.
Womenn are placed in the position of securing daily food, despite the amount of
moneyy contributed to the household income by husbands, other working family
memberss or by themselves. Consequently, the women are blamed if there is no money,
noo food served or if people gossip about their debt. As we will see in later chapters,
thesee are some of theriskfactors involved in domestic violence.
3.1.. Finding Time for Domestic Responsibilities
Thee daily tasks of women start at around 3:00-4:00 a.m., depending on the distance
fromfrom their house to the gardens. Three hamlets are closest to the tea gardens, Kaligua,
whichh is on-site, and Taman and Kalikidang, which are located on the border of the
gardens.. Women from these three hamlets are likely to wake up later at around 4:00
a.m.. since they have about half an hour before they reach the weighing post to present
themselvess before the mcmdor or the officer in charge. Women from villages further
awayy need to get ready earlier to catch a plantation-provided truck that picks them up at
aroundd 5:00 a.m. Failure to be on time means they have to walk to their plots, which
cann take from thirty minutes to one hour. Some women who come from the furthest
villagess are assigned work in the most remote and highest plots (1,550 meters above sea
level);; by foot these can take more than two hours to reach.
Thee first household task of the women before going to work in the plantation is to
makee the fire, which takes ten to fifteen minutes depending on the dryness of the
firewood.. Most women prepare their meals the evening before so that they only have to
boill water for tea, serve breakfast to their husbands and children and prepare their own
meall to be brought to the garden. Few women manage to reheat the rice and prepare
additionall foods in the morning before they leave for the plantation. Women who live
farr from the garden have their breakfast in the garden before starting work at 7:00 a.m.,
whilee those who live closer prefer to have their breakfast during the weighing break at
9:000 a.m. Before leaving the house they take out the damp laundry to dry outside.
Womenn from Kalikidang, where the study was centered, meet each other on the main
roadd at 6:00 a.m. at the latest and then walk together to the garden. On the way they
meett other groups of women from other villages. At 6:30 a.m. most are already at the
weighingg post. Here they receive instruction about which plot is to be picked that day. If
thee plot is far from the weighing post, they have already been ordered to go directly to
thee assigned plot the day before. Once there, they start picking tealeaves in the sun or
rain,, in hot or cold weather.
Mostt women start the next part of their domestic tasks as soon as they leave the
weighingg post around 2:00 p.m. Women can return home between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00
p.m.. depending on the area harvested that day as well as the harvest season. Women
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withh small amounts of money drop by the worker's association to shop. Even though
thiss shop offers cheaper prices compared to neighborhood shops, only a few women
managee to shop there, as it requires cash payment. Credit is only available for monthly
permanentt workers, and only two percent of women tea pickers fit into this category.
Womenn prefer to buy sugar, cooking oil, and kerosene form the worker's association
shopp or from some warurtg (shops) in their neighborhoods.
Womenn whose small children are taken care of by their relatives pick them up first.
Inn many cases, children under seven are more likely to be with their mothers in the
gardenn than to go to pre-school. Taking small children to work is necessary for women
whoo have no older daughters or relatives to assist them. Even though many women take
leavee from 35 days to two years to take care of their small children, one in three women
inn a group of 25-40 pickers preferred to bring along their infants below one year of age
too the gardens. One informant confirmed that she did not have anyone to look after her
babyy girl, so she took her to the garden when she was only four months old. This shows
howw domestic and plantation tasks are intertwined. An effort in the past to separate the
twoo spheres was the initiation of a nursery by the women's association. Unfortunately,
itt did not last long as most women were reluctant to leave their children in the care of
womenn who were not related to them.
Oncee the women arrive home they take a short nap, drink and talk with children or
otherss around the house. Then they collect the dirty clothes and bring these to the
communall well or stream to wash, after which they then bathe themselves and their
smalll children. On the way home they carry water for the house. After the clothes have
beenn put out to dry they look for vegetables in the neighborhood and/or buy ingredients
inn the shop. Usually, these activities provide the opportunity to chat with neighbors or
relatives. .
Womenn start cooking at around 5:00 p.m. This is also the time when other
householdd members come home from work or play. People avoid being out of the house
duringg mahgrib (the fourth daily summons to prayer for Moslems during sunset). While
familyy members wait for the meal to be prepared, they feed the cattle if they have any,
turnn over the laundry to dry faster or sweep the house and yard. The late afternoon meal
iss the only chance for the whole family to get together. Then there is leisure time for all
butt the women; children study or do homework only if they are forced to by their
parents.. While the husband goes out or has visitors and the children continue to play or
watchh television (even if this means going to a friend or relative's house that has one),
thee women are still on duty. They bring the dirty kitchen utensils to the well or to the
backk of the house to wash. If they are too tired, they leave them there and do the
washingg the next morning. Afterwards, they collect the laundry and separate the dry
fromfrom the wet before folding the clothes and putting them neatly into the modest
wardrobe;; most women only iron every two to three days. It is already past seven by the
timee all the tasks are completed. Sometimes the women still have time to join the
childrenn and watch television or just relax. The most popular Indonesian television
programss are aired before nine p.m. Most of the neighborhood is asleep shortly
afterwards. .
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Withh all these tasks to accomplish, it is rare to find women sitting idle when at
home.. Men, on the other hand, are easily found at leisure, taking a nap or chatting with
friends.friends. But, in fact, men work longer hours than the women. Those who work in
agriculturee start at 7:00 a.m. and finish at 4:00 p.m. In some cases they only do parttimee work until midday but most continue to work on their own farms or attend to their
ownn animals, if they have any, until late in the afternoon. The length of the working day
forr male plantation workers depends on their status. Monthly permanent wageworkers
suchh as drivers, security guards, servants, and clerks -mostly residents of Kaligua and
factoryy laborers work seven hours a day, six days a week. For women who work in the
sortingg and drying divisions, the factory working hours are longer during big harvests of
tealeaves.. For other men who work in garden maintenance, such as hoeing, cleaning
grass,, replenishing, replanting, and fertilizing, the working hours depend on the type of
taskss assigned to them. Because of their status as borongan workers, who are paid on a
piece-ratee basis, their working hours are more flexible and their wages more unstable
thann monthly permanent workers. As a result, the borongan workers have more
alternativess to seek additional jobs, especially when no maintenance jobs are offered
Somee seek work as casual workers in housing construction and as harvesters, while
otherss go to the forest to collect timber and catch birds to be sold. Taking part in
harvestingg vegetables is the most common additional job for men because harvesting is
donee almost daily as potato and cabbage farming has boomed in the area.
3.2.. Days Off and Celebrations
II am fortunate to work in the tea garden. There I make friends and forget a bit about the
difficultiesdifficulties in my life. Of course, I need some rest during my day off but Ifrequently realize
thatthat being at home occupies me more with household tasks. It seems that there is nothing
donedone well in my house. Instead of having a good rest, I find myself so exhausted the
followingfollowing day when I have to work. Sometimes I really want to be free from all work, but this
isis impossible for us women. We can't just stay idle the whole day. What will people,
especiallyespecially our husbands, say of us? (Ngatirah)

Womenn have much to do on their days off. The day off is not necessarily Sunday as
duringg the research period there was a time when women went to work on the second
andd fourth Sunday of each month to pick organic tealeaves, a tea newly introduced to
thee plantation. During their free days, women have more time to complete unfinished
workk at home such as washing and ironing. They are also expected to help their
husbandss to maintain and repair the house, furniture, and household appliances.
Inn some cases, women with their own farms accompany their husbands to work on
thee farm. A few women manage to go to the district city to shop or just to relax with
theirr husbands and/or children. The favorite thing to do in the city is njajan (to have
somee extra meals) like bakso (meatball noodle soup) or sate (grilled meat on a stick).
Womenn and men, in addition to their daily tasks, also attend celebrations like
childbirths,, weddings, circumcisions, burials, and farm harvests. Women are expected
too be involved in all stages of the preparation and the conduction of celebrations,
especiallyy circumcisions for boys and marriages of relatives, which take from two to
fivee days depending on the family's socio-economic status. The higher the status, the
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longerr the celebration. Together with other women they entertain guests, prepare meals,
andd wash dishes.
Thesee tasks significantly affect both their households and plantation work. Their
absencee from household tasks for several days leaves them with at least a pile of
laundryy and a messy house to be cleaned, while their absence from work means a loss
off plantation wages. Some husbands take over women's burdens at such times, but
thesee are few and far between. Men are not expected to attend the whole period of
celebrationn and thus can maintain their own daily activities. During harvests this
changess and is economically necessary as the family shares in the harvest. In the case of
childbirth,, women spend only a few hours congratulating the family. For a funeral, too,
theyy just briefly visit to express their sympathy and only close relatives stay longer.
Whilee attending these celebrations, the women independently give their contributions
(sumbangan)(sumbangan) in the form of money, rice, sarung (sarong cloth for circumcision), or
babyy goods (for childbirth).
4.. T h e Plantation
Whilee the previous section was meant to give general insight into a woman's
villagee life, this section illuminates the plantation environment and management. It aims
too provide insight into life on the plantation. Together, the two institutions of village
andd plantation influence the women's lives and livelihoods.
4.1.. Kaligua Historically
Kaliguaa plantation is part of a state-owned plantation, PTPN 9, headquartered in
Semarang,, the capital city of Central Java. It lies in a highland area at an altitude of
1500-21000 meters above sea level in the valley of Slamet volcano, one of several active
volcanoess on Java. With daily temperatures between 2° and 31° Celsius and an average
temperaturee of 18° Celsius throughout the year, the area is characterized by andosol
mudd soil with ideal humidity that allows for fast drainage to avoid slippery and
waterloggedd land conditions, and thus is suitable for tea.
Historically,, the plantation is connected to the Dutch industrialist De Jong who
tookk part in the development of the plantation in 1889. As part of the deliberate
localizationn of the people from its early development, the creation of historical and
symbolicc meaning through myths, feasts, taboos, and sacred places has been
maintained.. On the first day of June the factory anniversary is celebrated, which gives
Kaliguaa residents and people from surrounding villages an exciting day after a year of
production.. There are two main elements to this feast. First, offerings are made at the
factoryy and the spring located in the garden, then traditional music and dancing
(ronggeng)(ronggeng) is performed. People believe that the spring and factory are possessed by
spiritss who act as guardians over the lives of the people and that the security of tea
productionn and community welfare are in their hands and thus they must be appeased.
RonggengRonggeng is a traditional dance known for its sexual connotations. It is performed
too commemorate the journey of a turbine used in the generation of the factory's
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electricity3.. According to oral history, this turbine was carried 15 kilometers up the
slopee by several men from Kretek junction in Paguyangan to its final destination at the
factory.. A ronggeng troupe accompanied the trip, mainly to entertain the exhausted
men.. During the celebration, people also pay respect to a sacred tomb near the west
hamlett that is assumed to be the grave of Mbah De Jong. They use Mbah (literally
meaningg grandfather) to speak of the deceased Dutch landlord as a sign of deep respect.
Aroundd his grave people make offerings and pray for good fortune as De Jong played a
significantt role in the birth of the Kaligua plantation community.
Overr the last hundred years the plantation has experienced fluctuations influenced
byy social and political conditions related to changes in authority and problems faced
bothh before and after Indonesia's independence. In terms of expansion of planting areas,
19666 marked the starting point after almost 30 years of no extensive new planting in the
concessionn land. Based on land concession maps and figures, it was found that in 1939
thee tea gardens covered 176.21 hectares, a figure which increased to 206.21 hectares in
1966.. This expansion continued until 1993 and was then followed by almost seven
yearss of no replanting. In 2000 replanting activities were once again reinstated, and the
teaa garden coverage reached 517.5 hectares.
Kaliguaa has been affected by the course of Indonesian history. The Japanese
occupationn of the area during World War Two influenced the life of most Pandansari
peoplee involved in tea plantation activities. A Japanese cave is located at the center of
thee tea gardens. Such caves are evident all over Indonesia, and were used by the
Japanesee to defend their territories. After the Japanese army left Indonesia, efforts to
rebuildd the area were hindered by the DI/TU (Darul Islam/Tentara Islam Indonesia, an
Indonesiann Islamic Army Movement) conflict in 1945 onwards when the Indonesian
militaryy searched for clandestine guerrilla groups4. Older informants reported that the
laborr supply was difficult at that time because many male inhabitants left the area to
avoidd conflict with the military or others, a broad group that was never clearly defined.
Theyy also mentioned that for a long period of time, until the Indonesian government
launchedd plantation nationalization in 1957, the gardens were in poor condition and it
wass unclear who was responsible for managing the plantation.
Afterr nationalization, the management of the plantation was in the hands of the
Kodamm VU Diponegoro (a military branch that covers Central Java), which then
appointedd PT Sidorejo to manage the daily operation of the plantation. Only in 1964
whenn the management of all state-owned plantations was transferred to the Department
off Agriculture did this plantation become part of Perkebunan Negara Aneka Tanaman
XI.. During this era the plantation was run well and reached its peak of tea harvesting
andd processing. Following this, however, changes were made to organization
managementt based on several government regulations. These changes also marked
changess in plantation nomenclature, from Perusahaan Negara Perkebunan XVIJI
33
44

For more detail on ronggeng or lengger see Tohari (1982) and Sunaryadi (2000).
Van Dijk (1981) in his study on Darul Islam in Indonesia states that the Brebes district was among
thee places where rebellion groups were operating known as Peristiwa Tiga Daerah (Three Regions
Affair).. In 1950 a Darul Islam commander operating in Bumiayu surrendered together with 120 of
hiss men (Van Dijk 1981:131-143).
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(1968),, to PT Perkebunan XVm (Persero) in 1973 and then to PT Perkebunan
Nusantaraa EX (Persero) in 1996.
4.2.. Plantation Layout
Thee name of the plantation, Kaligua, is used for addressing the whole plantation
territoryy area. The Kaligua community is divided into three groups, namely the
administrativee and management block, the east hamlet, and the west hamlet. Housing
forr management staff is located adjacent to the head office, sub division offices, the
factory,, health center, elementary school, kindergarten, cooperative office, worker's
associationn shop, guest house, plant breeding unit, and volleyball and football fields.
Thee administrator's house lies at the most elevated point above these buildings.
Partt of this compound is the west hamlet, where housing is provided by the
managementt for supporting staff, mostly clerks and social welfare workers and a
numberr of supervisors, most of whom originate from outside the village. These are
peoplee with higher education levels or descendants of people who previously held these
posts,, mostly recruited from outside the area. This is because many local people were
previouslyy not qualified for these positions due to lack of education, a situation that
continuess to some extent today.
Too the east, separated by a small garden and graveyard, which includes De Jong's
sacredd tomb, is the east hamlet, which most people refer to simply as Kaligua, a
neighborhoodd of the descendants of the original migrant workers who worked the
plantationn in the early 1900s. Workers here are allowed to build houses within the
plantationn territory, but more recently it has become difficult to get permission for new
constructionn because the management has stopped housing expansion as it is concerned
aboutt the state of the gardens. As a consequence, young plantation workers are more
likelyy to build their houses outside the hamlet, mostly in Taman and Kalikidang, which
aree close to the plantation.
5.. Plantation W o r k and Division of Labor
Thee number of plantation workers at Kaligua changes constantly due to the
seasonall nature of the work. This said, a big change in the official number of workers as
aa result of the implementation of new labor regulations is still evident. Before the
implementationn of the new labor regulations in January 2001, the total number of
officiall workers was 1,399; of these, 844 were women. Most of these women were tea
pickerss (697), 94 women worked in maintenance and 43 women worked in the
administrativee and plantation welfare sections. The first quarterly report for 2001
showedd a remaining 1,022 workers, of these there were 612 women, 521 of these
workingg as tea pickers, 48 as maintenance workers and 43 working in administration
andd estate welfare. This shows that women workers constituted 60 percent of the total
workerss in 2000-2001, of which 85 percent of these were tea-pickers. The tea pickers
weree divided into 20 kemandoran, groups led by one supervisor, in which each group
hadd approximately 25-40 workers in 2000 and 20-25 workers in 2001.
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Figuree 2. Plantation Layout
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Domplengan

Officiall records underestimate the number of tea pickers. According to one
supervisor,, at least one in four women uses a domplengan, a helper not registered with
thee plantation, who works in cooperation with a picker who has official work status
fromfrom the plantation management. By using this estimate, it can be assumed that the
numberr of potential tea pickers was about 950 in 2000. Although the new labor
regulationss restrict the practice of domplengan, some workers still manage to use them.
Therefore,, the actual number of women tea pickers in the field is still higher than the
numberr officially recorded.
Thee number of women who come to the garden on any given day varies, and
dependss on three things: seasonal crop fluctuations, farm activities, and feast days.
Duringg abundant crops, women and their domplengan are most likely to be present in
thee garden, while on the days when the crop is poor many women only reluctantly come
ass they prefer to stay home rather than to work for such small return. The involvement
off women in their own farm or relatives' farms, especially during planting and
harvestingg of vegetables can keep them from tea picking for a couple of days. During
auspiciouss months for celebrations such as weddings and circumcisions, women have
man\\ reasons to be absent or leave work early. In these months, it is almost always the
casee that some women in a kemandoran are off at the same time because they are
relatedd and required to attend the celebrations.
Mutuall help between a tea picker and her domplengan exists with regard to work
andd economic security for both parties. If a tea picker uses a domplengan, her position
iss guaranteed when she is absent or on leave, especially maternity leave, as the
domplengandomplengan can secure her place and therefore her daily income. This is because
numberr not name identifies women workers. Therefore, the person is not important so
longg as the number is present during weighing. Having two people behind one number
iss a strategy the official worker uses to secure her space and rights to certain provisions.
II rom the domplengan'?, perspective, it is an opportunity to earn money.
Thee two women work together almost everyday and calculate their gain separately.
(>nccc every two weeks, on payday, they divide the cash according to their gain. Women
whoo are engaged in domplengan relationships are usually relatives and/or close
neighborss who come from different households. The domplengan mechanism also
includess close relatives, such as the daughter or mother of a tea picker, who live under
thee same roof. When this is the case, there is no division of payment, and the
domplengandomplengan only helps in the tea picking.
Theree are many reasons why official tea pickers would want to have a domplengan.
Thesee include the desire to help unemployed neighbors or relatives, or the desire to
meett the basic minimum amount of tealeaves needed to receive bonuses. Many women
alsoo engage in this relationship because they always have. In this case, the status of
domplengandomplengan and official worker can change, depending on the situation. A woman who
wass previously a domplengan could become an official worker when the other was on
maternityy leave. When the previously official worker came back from leave, she might
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assumee the domplengan position. Sometimes this woman would not continue picking,
butt would send a neighbor or relative to take her position.
Despitee the advantage of having a domplengan, many women prefer to work
withoutt them.
II think simple. I work as much as I can to pick tealeaves with or without a domplengan
becausebecause it doesn 't only depend on my strength to make this basket full but also on the
seasonalseasonal crops. God willing, J always meet the minimum basic amount if there are enough
leavesleaves to be picked. Not having a domplengan prevents conflicts, related to miscounting of
thethe gains and the money shared. There is usually an agreement that the domplengan only
hashas a right to be paid for the leaves she has collected but sometimes she wants the bonus and
otherother provisions that her partner has received. This leads to tension between them.
(Rubiyah) )

5.2.. Plantation Organization
Thee data on tea pickers and domplengan in Kaligua reflect the general picture of
womenn in labor-intensive tea plantations. But, women also take part in other tasks such
ass attending to the nursery garden and chemical control for plant maintenance, the
wiltingg of fresh leaves and sorting of dry tea in the factory as well as administrative
workk in the management office. Different from tea pickers, these women accomplish
theirr tasks in the company of male colleagues. Women also work in the welfare
sections,, at the workers' cooperatives, kindergarten, health service, worker's association
shop,, and as housemaids for the managerial staff. In contrast, men are involved in tasks
inn the garden, factory, office, and also in infrastructure and transportation.
Thee male-dominated hierarchical structure of the plantation organization is
reflectedd in all layers of the organization. The plantation is divided into four divisions
underr one management; these are the head office, processing factory, Kaligua-Sakub
plantationn with a 270.57 hectare garden, and Ambar-Suralaya plantation with a 254.43
hectaree garden. Each division is managed by a middle manager (sinder) who is
responsiblee to the administrator. Even though Kaligua plantation is part of a
conglomeratee of state owned companies that is headquartered in Semarang, there is no
directt social attachment to the board of directors. Rather, respect is paid to the
administrator.. Accordingly, the administrator wh-> is widely known as Pak ADM
(Misterr Administrator) is the most respected person in the plantation community as he
iss at the top of the hierarchical social order.
Inn day-to-day plantation activities, the administrator makes decisions based on
discussionn with the four middle managers. The line of command is then to the
managementt staff and other supporting staff in the two tea garden sub-divisions, factory
sections,, and head offices. The lowest level of laborers that comprises the majority of
productivee workers cannot access management directly, but must first pass through
theirr mandor as the direct supervisor. Thus, mandor have a critical position as
mediatorss between management and workers. Above mandor are sinder, but these only
supervisee and confirm tasks performed by mandor. Many workers show less respect to
theirr sinder than to their mandor, believing that they just roam around on their
motorcycless to find fault with mandor and their workers. This will be discussed further
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inn Chapter Four, which relates the historical importance of mandor as overseers of
womenn workers and the role they play in gender violence at work.

6.. Women Tea Pickers at Work
Ass has been discussed earlier, tea pickers make up the majority of women
plantationn workers. This group of women also serve as the main focus of the research.
Inn discussing the daily activities of women plantation workers and their working
conditions,, attention is centered on tea pickers.
6.1.. A Typical Day at Work
AA busy picking day starts in the tea garden at 6:30 a.m. When all the women are
gatheredd at the weighing post or another predetermined place, they are first given
instructionss by the mandor about the picking area and the type of tea leaves to be
pickedd (the picking standard changes on a daily basis depending on the harvesting
seasonss and the condition of the leaves). The women then walk along the path to the
pickingg area with a net basket for the leaves (waring) on their shoulders. Once they
arrive,, they form a line on one edge of the picking area and then start picking moving
towardd the other edge. While they pick, the mandorx watches from a distance and
sometimess approaches workers he sees making mistakes. After giving instructions, he
continuess his watch over the workers until the first break at 9:00 a.m. At this time, the
workerss walk to the weighing post and put the collected leaves in the second waring
(thee basket used only for collecting and transporting the gain to the processing factory).
Thosee women with domplengan place their gains in two baskets and then line up for
weighing.. When it is a woman's turn, she shouts her number to the mandor and the
quantityy of tealeaves she has collected. The mandor then records this in the logbook,
listingg the name, number, and quantity of tealeaves. During weighing both the mandor
andd the worker check the quantity measurement before it is recorded in the logbook. In
somee cases, disagreements over weight occur, and the scale is re-examined to find the
properr measure. Despite this, there are still further disagreements on payday.
// always ask the workers to look at their gain carefully and if possible ask them to note this.
Indeed,Indeed, some of them have notes at home, but most just rely on their memories. On payday,
disagreementsdisagreements often arise because they have a total gain that is more than is noted in my
records,records, and they feel cheated. If they argue I can just show them my records so they have no
proofproof for their arguments, but it does not mean that they will accept my explanation. Later,
theythey will start talking behind my back about me doing bad things in the records and taking
advantageadvantage of their foolishness, (a mandor)

Fromm the mandor* & perspective, the workers always try to find ways to increase
theirr gains while according to the workers they themselves are always very careful in
calculatingg their gains making it impossible for them to miscalculate.
PickingPicking tea is not only my work. It is also my life to which I devote my time, energy, and my
memorymemory as well. I remember how many kilograms of tealeaves I collect each day and I add
thisthis to the gain the following day. I continue to do this until the last day before payday when
II get the total gain. It is baffling for me when we come to different calculations on the total
gain.gain. I feel upset when it happens but you know that we are only coolies and a coolie never
winswins an argument with the supervisor, (a tea picker)
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Disagreementss over weight and wage calculations between mandor and workers
resultt in nothing but the workers' defeat, except for the rare few who manage to win the
arguments.. In this way, the workers acquiesce to their misfortunate position as coolies.
Afterr weighing, the workers have the breakfast they brought from home. At this
time,, they sit scattered around the weighing post forming groups of workers from the
samee neighborhoods. The break of 30-45 minutes is an arena for fun and gossiping
beforebefore the mandor commands them to continue picking. During scarcity of leaves they
finishh working after this first weighing time but work for another three hours in a
normall crop or another four hours in an abundant crop. During a normal crop they stop
pickingg around 12:30 and proceed to the second weighing before going home.
Duringg an abundant crop, this is the second period for them to put the gain in the
weighingg basket. After a short drink break, they continue working until 1:30-2:00 p.m.
Att this time most workers are exhausted. Before the last weighing starts the mandor
makess a brief announcement about where they should go for picking the following day
soo that the workers can come directly to the ordered area. Sometimes the mandor does
nott yet know where this will be, so he asks the workers to gather at the weighing post.
Duringg normal crops he makes his own decisions while during scarce or abundant
crops,, he finds it important to discuss this with his superiors. At these times, the sinder
determinee the picking area for the following day.
Mostt women return home between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. depending on the area
harvestedd that day as well as the harvest season. They usually walk in the tea gardens in
aa group and separate later when they reach the neighborhood where some will stop at
thee waning or workers' cooperative shop and others pick up small children taken care
off by their relatives. Even though the plantation provides workers from distant
neighborhoodss with trucks, some women prefer to walk than to wait for the picking
truckss that come late after finishing loading and unloading tea leaves.
6.2.. Work Conditions
Teaa picking requires physical strength, as the women must walk the hilly tea
gardenss in all weather conditions. The high elevation of the plantation means that there
aree vast fluctuations in temperature, much different from the constancy of low-lying
tropicall areas. During the dry season, the night temperature can fall to zero degrees
Celsius,, yet can reach 31°-33° by midday. In the rainy season, heavy rains and winds
leavee the tea pickers working in wet clothes, cold weather and dangerously slippery
soil.. The monotonous relentlessness of this work is obvious when these women, old and
young,, perform their tasks carrying a basket full of tealeaves on their shoulders.
WorkingWorking as a tea picker is actually very difficult. The garden is hilly and it's slippery during
thethe rains. There are no big trees where we can hide from the burning sun and heavy rains.
But,But, we take all these risks for a spoonful office. We also believe that spirits inhabit certain
placesplaces in the tea gardens. If we see them, in the form of snakes, lizards, or other small
animals...animals... we'll die instantly or get a cureless disease that will kill us. Some pregnant
women...women... even lose their babies. We are all more scared of the spirits than of the physical
conditionsconditions of our workspace, (a tea picker)
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Thiss commentary is evidence of die women's real working conditions. Not only
doess it show the real physical burden of the work, but also the women's anxiety about
thee dangers to their health. As in many other peasant communities in Java, most people
inn this research claim to adhere to Islam yet do not regularly and closely practice
Islamicc rules and rituals. Instead, they practice a complex blend of Islamic practices and
indigenouss Javanese animism (Kejawen) manifested in personal and household rituals
andd beliefs in local spirits5. In this way, the women believe that some places, things, and
animalss are inhabited by spirits who cause bad luck, sickness or even death One might
sayy that their beliefs in animal curses are superstitious. However, field observations on
women'ss reactions whenever they came across one of these animals during their work
madee it clear how they can cause misfortune affecting women's health. This is because
whenn the women encounter these animals, they are startled and so afraid that they
quicklyy run away, which can be a real danger in the hilly and slippery tea gardens.
Inn 2000, tea pickers received 145 rupiah for each kilogram of tealeaves picked6. In
aa normal crop they collect between 15 and 40 kilograms of leaves depending on their
strengthh and motivation and whether or not they use a domplengan. During abundant
crops,, the women are able to pick 20 kilograms and good workers are able to pick up to
600 kilograms. Based on these figures, it was rare when they could earn a daily income
off 6,638 rupiah, the Central Java minimum wage. During low crops the women feel
goodd if they manage to pick more than 15 kilograms because most can only pick 5-10
kilograms,, and several others only manage less than five kilograms.
Clearly,, the living conditions of the women workers contradict the beautiful and
peacefull environment of the plantation. While many visitors to the tea gardens admire
thee natural beauty of the land, they would never expect that the life of its inhabitants,
mostlyy women workers, is not as lovely as the scenery. Low incomes are not the only
problem,, as we shall see later on, the women must also survive gender violence at home
andd at work.
7.. T h e M e a n i n g of Tea Picking for Women and the Meaning of W o r k
forr T e a Pickers
Littlee is known about the people who originally lived in Kaligua plantation.
Occupancyy probably started with the construction of the plantation garden followed by
thee processing factory a few years later. Typical of a plantation in a colonized country,
thee new garden was opened in a remote area where there was insufficient labor
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In his classic study, Religion of Java, Geertz (1960) differentiated three types of Javanese Islam,
namelyy the Abangan, Santri, and Priyayi. Abangan or Agami Jawi (Javanese religion) is a
syncretismm more adaptable to the mixture of Hinduism and Javanese-derived mysticism. At the
centerr of Javanese religion is the s lame tanritual,a communal feast Sufism or mystical Islam has
beenn of great doctrinal importance in Javanese religion (see also Mulder 1978). In contrast, Santri
doctriness are determined by dogmatic Islamic concepts, whose followers fulfill the obligatory
prayerss five times a day, voluntarily hold personal prayers, read the Al-Quran, and desire to
pilgrimagee to Mecca for Hajj. Priyayi is not normally recognized by experts as a religious division,
ratherr it is related to the bureaucratic aspects of the society.
66 In 2000, Rp 1.00 (one Indonesian rupiah) equaled US$ 0.00075-0.00085.
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availablee or where the local people were unwilling to work on the plantations .
Recruitingg people from other areas in the lowlands solved the labor supply needs. These
peoplee then became the pioneers of the plantation community. The isolation from the
restt of Javanese society brought about the creation of a new life confined to the
plantation'ss social structure. In this case, people had little awareness about how the
plantationn system had structured their life experiences to serve the interests of the
managementmanagement in the day to day running of the plantation. But the result is clear: the
peoplee are attached to the plantation and their work on i t .
Teaa picking is the main work for women plantation workers, and has been since the
earlyy development of plantations. Women were originally assigned as tea pickers as
otherr tasks were men's responsibilities. Some argue this was because women have
delicatee fingers that suit tea picking activities. However, it is more likely that this was
duee to the flexibility of tea picking and the ability to integrate it with domestic tasks.
Mostt women who perform other tasks such as nursing plants, fertilizing, and working in
thee factory confirm that they were previously involved in tea picking and might be
againn in the future, if they leave the non-tea picking work for a reason like pregnancy.
Whenn they later want to return to work, they might find that their position has been
takenn over by someone else and that they have been transferred to tea picking.
Therefore,, most of the plantation's women workers work as tea pickers at least once in
theirr lifetime.
Mostt plantation women, either currently working as tea pickers or as non-tea
pickerss are descendants of tea pickers. This is why they believe they have no other
choicee of work. They recall that their mothers and/or grandmothers were among the
firstt tea picker pioneers in the early 1900s when the plantation was newly established
byy De Jong. Older tea pickers still remember the plantation's appearance when they
weree young children following their mothers working in the garden. Some were even
surprisedd when asked why they worked as tea pickers and did not look for something
else. .
AreAre vou kidding? For women like us what other jobs do you think we can do? We don't even
havehave a piece of land to cultivate. Some of us may have the land, but not enough money to
startstart cultivating potatoes and cabbage. (Parjiyah)

Inn most cases, however, tea picking has little to do with economic reasons since the
attachmentt of the women, regardless of their age, to tea picking is incomparable to
otherr circumstances, "This is my land and there are no other jobs here except for
picking,picking, what else do you think I can do?" Wutah getih (place of birth) is a metaphor
usedd to express their attachment to the tea plantation. Many women feel that tea picking
iss their only choice of occupation, and they do it as their foremothers did before them.
Otherr stereotypical women's work, such as factory sorting, is not considered because of
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See Entoh (1960) on the development of a tea plantation in West Java and its initial labor
formation. .
88 Sairin (1996) in his study among the second and third generation descendants of Javanese original
cooliee migrants in a North Sumatra plantation sees that the workers contented with their lot
regardlesss their low economic conditions that forced them to live at subsistence level. He refers to a
complexx of social, cultural, and economic factors which conflate to make plantation work
attractive. .
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limitedd opportunity. Even though several jobs were available and becoming more
popularr especially among young women in agriculture, the newly established exportorientedd mushroom factory, and in neighboring cities as housemaids, working as a tea
pickerr is still the main option. Even for women who explored other options, it could
almostt be guaranteed that they would work as a tea picker at some point in their life.
Inn a survey conducted during this research among 275 women workers, 30% had
out-migrationn experiences when they were still young. But they returned home when
theyy had earned enough money or realized that living in their place of origin gave them
aa more secure life. Some returned home to marry village men. Others brought home
husbandss from the cities, reflecting the tendency of the women to stay close to their kin
groupss in later life. These women, most of them previously trained as tea pickers before
theyy had migrated, returned to tea picking once they moved home.
WhenWhen 1 was young girl, I helped my mother collect leaves. I just did it like other small kids
followingfollowing their mothers until I did it for money some years later when I dropped out of
elementaryelementary school. Influenced by one of my neighbors who left our village and successfully
createdcreated a new life in the city as a housemaid, I asked permission from my parents to try my
luck.luck. I had worked in Jakarta for about six months when my mother asked me to get married.
II left my boyfriend in Jakarta and married someone I was introduced to only one week
beforebefore the wedding day. I rejoined tea picking two years ago when I found that my two kids
werewere old enough to be left and taken care of by my relatives. It seems to me that there's no
otherother work that suits me, since I have decided to stay here for the rest of my life. It's my
destinydestiny as a tea picker descendant that I cannot object to. (Dasimah)

7.1.. The Effect of New Labor Regulations
Thee strong attachment of the women to the plantation and tea picking work was
mostt evident in the period of uncertainty that led up to the implementation of new labor
regulationss in January 2001. Older women in particular could not hide their anxiety
aboutt being fired, as the new labor regulations stipulated the selection of productive
workers,, typically young energetic women.
Wasemm (65) was in the same group with two other aging women, Lasmi and
Casmi.. These older women were asked to quit in January 2001. Wasem talked of how
shee had picked tea when the garden was not as big as it is now. The workers had to go
too the garden plots, which were scattered around the forest and were very difficult to get
to. .
II am sad, very sad. I don't know what is happening in the minds of the people at the top. In
thethe past, they asked us to work. Old unemployed women were also requested to work. They
saidsaid it was better than just sitting idle looking for lice. But now, they are forcing us to quit. It
feelsfeels so strange, I have never thought of quitting this job. You know, I feel like I own this
garden.garden. I have participated in all the efforts to make it grow. It is really unfair and I am
hopeless.hopeless. Please do something for me, I still need this job. (Wasem)

Wasemm finally reluctantly quit her job. Almost three years later, during the second
fieldd visit she still complained about this.
MartdorMartdor also had a difficult time informing their workers about the new labor
regulations.. Even though they were not involved in the planning process of this policy,
theyy had to screen their workers. Indeed, they felt that they were being forced by their
superiorss to face the responses from laborers during the introduction of the policy.
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ItIt 's a difficult time for me because I have to screen my tea pickers and select only 16 people.
WhatWhat will they say behind my back? Honestly Ifeel guilty. I remember Jive or six years ago
whenwhen many women were reluctant to come to the garden because the weather was bad and
thethe crop scarce. I knocked on their doors early in the morning and asked them to come. I
eveneven had troubles when their husbands got mad at me f or asking their wives to work when
wewe could only offer such small amounts of money. And now, suddenly, I have to fire them
duedue to management policy. (a mandor)

Thee new plantation labor policy for tea pickers reminded many people of what
happenedd when the mushroom company became fully operational in 1998. At that time
thee need for women workers for harvesting increased. To avoid scarcity of women tea
pickerss or an exodus of the tea pickers to the mushroom factory, the two companies,
initiatedd by the plantation management, informally colluded on the recruitment of
womenn workers. Their agreement implied that the mushroom factory would only recruit
mushroomm pickers from villages not well known as tea picker suppliers, mainly from
villagess located below Kaligua. Despite the reluctance of some tea plantation women
workerss to work as mushroom pickers, as this work was perceived as more difficult in
nature,, this agreement decreased the job opportunities for women from neighboring
villages,, especially those young women who really wanted to shift from tea picking to
mushroomm picking. In their opinion, both the management and the new labor
regulationss had closed doors of opportunity to them.
Onee older woman, Sukinah (70), explained the meaning of tea picking work and
thee consequence of the new labor regulations on her life:
AllAll of my life was devoted to tea picking. I started before I could gelungan (make a specific
hairstyle)hairstyle) by myself. I was extremely hurt when this young mandor told me that after this
IdulIdul Fitri, (an Islamic feast day that fell during the last week of December 2000), I will not
bebe registered as a worker anymore. The new labor regulations only accept young productive
teatea pickers; an old woman like me will never be included. I feel thrown away from my life. I
havehave felt very lonely ever since. I feel pain all over my body. I can't sleep well. I've lost my
appetite-appetite-

OnlyOnly one month after the interview, Sukinah passed away. As suspected, her
neighborr confirmed that she died from the pain of being forced to quit tea picking. She
feltt emotional pain in her old age that put her on strike, refusing to eat, till death. Tea
picking,, in spite of its low economic return, assumes cultural and historical meaning for
mostt female inhabitants of Kaligua and the surrounding villages. Plantation life is life.
8.. Concluding Remarks
Chapterr Two demonstrated that most of the women who live in Kalikidang and
Kaligua,, the two hamlets where the research was focused, either currently work on the
plantation,, have worked on the plantation in the past or will do so in the future. In this
chapter,, both the village and the plantation were described in terms of their historical,
social,, cultural, and economic significance. These two institutions have one thing in
common:: they shape and are shaped by the women and the community of which they
aree a part. It was also shown in this chapter that plantation work, particularly tea
picking,, is the main activity for women in Kaligua and Kalikidang. Even though these
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From her point of view, gelung is a hairstyle which symbolizes being a mature woman, therefore if
aa woman can do gelung by herself (gelungan), she is considered mature.
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womenn officially fall under the authority of the village administration, the women's
attachmentt to the plantation's authority categorizes them as members of the plantation
community.. It is under this categorization that these women are the subjects of this
researchh on gender violence. The research is concerned with how women as members of
thee plantation community live in conditions that provide no clear boundaries between
thee domestic and work spheres, not only due to the proximity of the house and the
workplace,, but also due to the influence of the plantation's authority on the women and
theirr respective households. Thus, this study focuses on and links the day-to-day
experiencee of gender violence in the home and workplace.
But,, what are the origins of the plantation community in the historical context of
Indonesia?? How has the plantation authority influenced women and communities across
history?? What sustains the relatively stable attachments of the women to the
households,, and the community to plantation life despite socio-economic and political
changess in the village and beyond? The next chapter examines the history of plantations
inn Indonesia and how this is related to the Kaligua plantation in particular to provide a
clearr picture of recent socio-economic, cultural and political developments in the
communityy and village management.

